Contact Name
Address
City, State, Zip

Dear (Add Recipient Name):
On Sunday, October 21, 2018, I will be participating with more than 3,000 others in the 9th Annual Walk
Ahead for a Brain Tumor Cure Walk/Run in support of the UC Brain Tumor Center. It is my hope that
you will join me!
Brain tumors are a leading cause of death in children under age 15 and in young adults up to age 34, and
they are the second fastest-growing cause of cancer death among those over age 65. An estimated
688,000+ Americans are living with brain tumors and waiting for the next treatment breakthrough. I am
ready to help make a difference by raising awareness and funds for cutting-edge research and education at
the Brain Tumor Center!
I am personally asking you to join my team to help make a difference. Join me as I Walk Ahead for hope,
innovation, progress and support. I know it will be a lot of fun, and I am excited to see what we can
accomplish together! Together we can make a difference and provide help and hope for those affected by
brain tumors.
Follow these easy steps to register and join my team:
1. Register online now at www.walkahead.org
2. Click on the “Get Registered” button on the home page
3. Click on "Join a Team”
4. Search and then select Add Name or Team Name from the menu
If you can't join us on Sunday, October 21, you can still make a difference by donating online at
www.walkahead.org.
Thank you in advance for supporting my efforts and Walk Ahead on behalf of patients, their families and
the researchers pursuing breakthroughs. If you have any questions about Walk Ahead or the work of the
UC Brain Tumor Center, please call me or visit www.walkahead.org for more information.
I look forward to seeing you on Sunday, October 21!
Sincerely,
____________________________________
Add Team Captain’s Name
Add Team Captain Contact Information

Dear (Add Recipient Name):
On Sunday, October 21, I will be walking in the UC Brain Tumor Center’s 9th Annual Walk Ahead for a
Brain Tumor Cure Walk/Run.
I would appreciate any support you are able to give me for this worthwhile cause. Your donation directly
supports the UC Brain Tumor Center, its patients, and their families, and it helps to fund breakthrough
research and education to improve, extend and ultimately save lives.
You can either donate online at www.walkahead.org/ Add Your Name or Team Name or complete the
form below and mail it in. And remember, your donation is tax-deductible!
Did you know?




An estimated 688,000+ Americans are living with brain tumors and waiting for the next treatment
breakthrough.
Brain tumors are a leading cause of death in children under age 15 and in young adults up to age
34, and they are the second fastest growing cause of cancer death among those over age 65.
There are over 120 types of brain tumors, which complicates finding effective treatments.

I hope you will consider sponsoring my participation in the UC Brain Tumor Center’s Walk Ahead for a
Brain Tumor Cure. Every dollar we raise together will help.
Thank you in advance for your support of my efforts on behalf of brain tumor patients, their families and
the researchers pursuing the breakthroughs. We look forward to seeing you on Sunday, October 21!
Sincerely,
____________________________________
Add Team Captain’s Name
Team Captain Contact information

Business Name
Contact (if applicable)
Address
City, State, Zip

Dear (Add Recipient Name):
I am the team captain for the (Add Team Name), and along with 3,000 others I will be participating in the 9th
Annual Walk Ahead for a Brain Tumor Cure Walk/Run, on October 21, 2018, in support of the UC Brain
Tumor Center. My team and I are ready to help make a difference by raising awareness and funds for
breakthrough research to improve, extend and ultimately save lives of those affected by brain tumors, but in
order for our team to be successful we need the support of our local business community.
Did you know?




An estimated 688,000+ Americans are living with brain tumors and waiting for the next treatment
breakthrough.
Brain tumors are a leading cause of death in children under age 15 and in young adults up to age
34 and they are the second fastest-growing cause of cancer death among those over age 65.
There are over 120 types of brain tumors, which complicates finding effective treatments.

We would like to invite you to join the (Add Team Name) Team as a corporate team sponsor for the 9th
Annual Walk Ahead for a Brain Tumor Cure. Last year’s walk attracted more than 3,300 participants from
19 states and raised more than $360,000 for cutting-edge brain tumor research and education. For a donation
of $1,000 or more, your company’s name will be on the www.walkahead.org website as a friend of the UC
Brain Tumor Center. While certain giving levels do allow us to provide team sponsorship benefits,
donations at any level are always welcome and appreciated.
We hope that you will join us as a proud community partner and support our efforts to raise money for
important brain cancer research. We gratefully thank you for your support!
Sincerely,
____________________________________
Add Team Captain’s Name
Add Team Captain’s Contact Information

